Changes Afoot
“Nothing is constant except change.” The pronouncement by Heraclitus of
Ephesus circa 500 B.C. seems as apt for modern times as it did over 1,500 years
ago. In the superyacht industry, an unprecedented global pandemic saw a
surge in demand for yachts from Owners and a resulting depletion in stock. This
was closely followed by the Russian invasion of Ukraine and sanctions that have
penalised many Owners and industry service-providers alike.
And we haven`t even mentioned technology yet. For shipyards that serve
the superyacht business, technological advances are a big driver for change.
Quaynote spoke to the team at Melita Marine Group, owners of a bespoke
superyacht shipyard in Malta, to find out how these and other changes are
affecting their sectors – and what their predictions are for the future.
“The shipyard business is one based on blue-collar skills where highly specialised
workers are trained to work with steel, fibreglass, to do welding or electrical work”,
says Avnish Dhall, Sales Manager at Melita Marine. Noting how IT has impacted
the lives of not just these workers, but the whole shipyard business, he explains,
“with CRM systems coming into play, everyone is unified in how they are working
together so from the project manager in the field all the way up to the Managing
Director. This includes even emails going out and from the start through to
completion and signing off at the end.” Dhall adds that in his view it is the
“smaller shipyards that are embracing change more quickly.”
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The second major change that Avnish Dhall pinpoints is the way in which the
industry has embraced social media, sometimes in unexpected ways. “In the
shipyard industry, we are not really sales and marketing people,” he explains.
“You are talking about skilled manual workers, but now they are really taking a
pride in sharing images of their work, albeit sometimes on a private basis. For
instance, a ship that is being floated or docked… in the old days you used to say
that you are never allowed to share anything. But who cares about that kind of
privacy now? Social media is putting it all out there.”
No prizes for guessing the next topic described by Dhall as “the big buzzword” in
the industry – sustainability. At Quaynote`s recent Opportunities in Superyachts
conference in Malta, he hosted on roundtable discussion on this subject and
found that his guests did the work for him. “There was so much to talk about, noone needed any encouragement to contribute to the discussion,” laughs Dhall,
“People were especially focused on ISO sustainability models and how to comply
with these.”
Sustainability challenges range from small things like segregation of garbage and
disposal of oil, to how much an act of pollution or fire can impact a shipyard as
compared to a similar kind of accident in, for instance, a showbiz facility. “On
a film set or studio, this can be 90% contained,” Avnish Dhall observes, “but in
a shipyard or a floating drydock any kind of accident would end up having a
larger detrimental impact on the environment. It`s not just the boat itself or that
contained area – it could get into the sea, into the air, and affect other boats and
assets that are nearby.” On today`s culture of awareness and compliance, he
concludes, “It`s not like the old days of `There is going to be an audit tomorrow,
so let`s all remember to wear our helmets’.”
As you would expect, there are issues that loom large in workplaces everywhere,
not just in the world of superyachts. Diversity is one such universal force for change.
In the superyacht shipyard sector, the shift has been significant. Dhall describes
what was once a “male-dominated environment, with workers often from the
same ethnicity or region” now becoming increasingly diverse. With the lack of
skilled shipyard workers in Malta itself, Melita Marine looks outside the country for
its workforce. “This means there needs to be an awareness of melding different
cultures and ensuring instructions and safety measures are understood by those
for whom English is not their first language”, he explains.
In addition to their shipyard, Melita Marine`s interests span almost the entire gamut
of superyacht sectors. The group comprises a superyacht agency, distribution
services, yacht chartering and brokerage, with operations in Malta and Greece.
When I ask him about changes that have affected the wider industry, Dhall points
to a thorny issue that refuses to go away completely – Brexit.

Specifically, the UK`s departure from the EU has, according to Dhall, affected the
ability of not just British workers, but by default, any non-EU workers to work on
superyachts operating in the European Union. “When Brexit happened, it all hit
the fan,” he comments. “Suddenly British seafarers could not come into the EU.”
The only ways they could enter the European Union was to sign onto a yacht or
to obtain a visitor visa that allows the holder to stay 90 days out of 180. “Which
means that you can come in at the start of the season and then, in the middle
of the season, you would have to leave which is completely unworkable” he
explains. “Alternatively, to be signed onto a vessel, you will need paperwork such
as a seaman`s log and a contract with the yacht – documents that yachties
previously did not know even existed and – this is the kicker – the boat has to be
in the imminent position of leaving territorial waters.” As Dhall asks rhetorically,
“What are territorial waters?” Most of the superyachts setting sail from an EU
country such as France or Italy, are in fact heading for another EU destination, so
they will not actually have left “territorial waters”. The only way around this is to
sign onto a boat in Spain or Malta and to say that the yacht is heading outside
territorial waters – to Algeria for instance. Once you are signed onto a boat, the
90 days out of 180 days clock stops, but this outcome is difficult to achieve.
“Who is going to sign you onto a boat under these conditions?” asks Dhall. He
estimates that about half of superyacht crew are British, with crew from other nonEU countries such as Australia, New Zealand, South African making up another
30-40% of the yacht workforce. Now that yachts are checking the paperwork of
these non-EU crew, as well as British crew, it means yachts are often restricted to
recruiting EU crew only. “There is a very limited pool of crew who are EU nationals”
Dhall asserts. “This is becoming its own problem now.”
Finally, I asked what the company’s strategy is for keeping ahead of the seismic
changes faced by industries everywhere in today’s world. Many challenges
are beyond the Group`s control, but for others Dhall explains that they have “a
compliance officer whose job is to make sure that we are compliant with the
latest ISO regulations.” He goes on to describe how following these and other
Maltese, EU and classification rules and procedures ensures that “we are kept
right on top of our game. This all coupled up with the Groups strategy committee
for expansion in the various markets as well as in sustainable energy”.
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